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its CMOS driver and receiver. We demonstrate -1 ns wavelength switching access time
for this receiver system.
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Rapid wavelength tuning is crucial for modem optical networks to achieve high bandwidth efficiency.
Rapidly tunable lasers with a few tens of nanoseconds tuning times have been employed in optical network
design [1] for dynamic wavelength allocation. The complementary component, rapidly tunable receivers,
would provide further flexibility in network designs. Unfortunately, their wavelength-switching access time
ranges are relatively slow, typically ranging from a few seconds to a few microseconds depending on the
device's working principle [2].

In our new approach [2], we interfere a beam with a delayed version of itself to form an interference
pattem on top of the fingers of a metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodetector. Then we can choose an
appropriate MSM biasing pattern such that the net photocurrent collected is that only from the desired
wavelength, with cancellation of the current from the undesired wavelengths. Since the biasing pattern is
simply a set of voltages, the wavelength reconfiguration speed is essentially limited only by the electronic
switching times for the bias pattern. We previously demonstrated that the detector on its own had at most a
2.5ns wavelength switching access time [2], limited by the inductance of the I/O bonding wire in that case.

Here we present a wavelength tunable optical receiver, with the detector bonded to CMOS driver and
receiver electronics, and show experimental results for wavelength switching under CMOS control with
emulated NRZ data read out by the CMOS receiver.

The key to wavelength selectivity in this device is to form a wavelength dependent interference pattern
that lines up with the MSM fingers in the center part of the device and to bias the two electrodes in the
center region of the device in Fig. 1 with opposite polarity to respond to specific interference patterns.
Methods to set up such a wavelength dependent interference pattern are given in Refs. [2, 3], based on
interfering a beam with a delayed version of itself, at an appropriate angle between the beams. The width of
the switching part of the device, w, as shown in Fig. 1, should be the same as the interference pattern spatial
period in this design. In practice, the width of a single interference fringe could be controlled by the angle
between the two interfered beams to fit the width of the center region of the device.

For WDM applications, since the channel spacing AX is much smaller than the central wavelength X,
the width of a single fringe formed by the different wavelengths X0+AX and C, is approximately the same.
The interference pattern depends on wavelength, primarily through the spatial phase of the pattern. In
particular, if the interference pattern is formed by interfering a beam with a delayed version of itself, the
spatial phase of the pattern (i.e., the position of the fringes) moves rapidly with wavelength; hence, the
device can be a wavelength sensitive photodetector.

To make a detector that can respond to one of two different wavelengths, 4 or X0+AX, and reject the
other using the electrode pattern of Fig. 1, we both shine the interfering signal beams on the detector, and
also shine another controlled portion of the original signal beam (with no interference) on Region III. This
additional beam on Region III is adjusted to obtain complete cancellation of the photocurrent from the
rejected wavelength. The electrode in Region III is always positively biased, and hence always contributes
a positive net photocurrent. If we would like to enable the wavelength shown as the solid line interference
pattern (formed by C,), while disabling the wavelength shown as the dashed line interference pattern
(forned by X0+AX), we positively bias the electrode in Region I and negatively bias the electrode in Region
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II. The positive photocurrent from the X0+AX portion of the beam on Region III cancels the net negative
photocurrent that results from the dashed interference pattern (formed by X+AX), thereby canceling all the
photocurrent for the signal beam at 4+AX. If we would like to enable the dashed interference pattern at
X0+AX while disabling the solid interference pattern at 4, we can swap the biasing of Regions I and II
(while leaving the biasing of Region III always positive), i.e., positively biasing Region II and negatively
biasing Region I with now overall cancellation of the net photocurrent for the signal beam at X0. Therefore,
by determining the biasing pattern applied on electrodes in Region I and II, we can select one wavelength
while deactivating the other.
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Fig. 1: Tunable MSM device, with interference pattems shown as a solid line and a dashed line, for the two wavelength
channels. (Note: each interference pattern has a minimum of zero intensity.) Region III is illuminated by another portion of
the total signal beam, and is used to adjust the overall spectral response to achieve a good ON/OFF contrast ratio between the
selected and rejected wavelengths. The spacing between interference fringes is controlled by the incident angle of the two
interfered beams to fit the width of the center region of the device.

Fig. 2 shows the CMOS driver, the flip-chip bonded wavelength selective photodetector and its CMOS
receiver in a single chip. The CMOS driver is implemented by two inverter chains sized with equal delay
but nc phase shift from its input to the two differential outputs. The receiver consists of a single-ended
transimpedance amplifier cascaded with five single-ended limiting amplifiers to drive the output pads of
the chip. The photocurrent common node (i.e., essentially the bottom common electrode in Fig. 1), is
connected to the input node of the transimpedance amplifier, and is biased half of the supply voltage, Vdd,
1.25 volt in this 0.25 gim CMOS technology, for appropriate detector operation by using the fact ofthe anti-
symmetrical I-V nature of MSMs.

To demonstrate the rapid wavelength switching ability of this- photodetector along with its optical
receiver, every 8.68ns we alternate two different biasing patterns on the MSM fingers using the CMOS
driver circuit, and we look electrically at the receiver output (Fig. 3). First we use an input wavelength of
844.23nm (Fig. 3(a)). We show results for two different optical inputs, one from a CW beam, and the
second for the DATA case where we are turning the optical beam on and off at 230MHz (synchronous with
the 8.68ns biasing pattern time) to emulate a simple 460Mbps data bit stream in NRZ format. (Note in these
results that a negative-going signal at the receiver output results from a net photocurrent.) In Fig. 3(a), the
844.23nm_DATA trace shows that the receiver is enabling and disabling reception ofthe data on the carrier
wavelength 844.23nm every 8.68ns. During the 8.68ns when 844.23nm is enabled, the receiver detects four
emulated data bits in NRZ format with 2.1 7ns bit period each (460Mbps). The other trace, 844.23nm_CW,
shows that the receiver is enabling and disabling carrier wavelength 844.23nm every 8.68ns when there is
no data modulated on. From the transition of this CW trace, the wavelength switching access time is seen to
be -Ins. In Fig. 3(b), the receiver alternately enables either 844.23nm or 844.40nm with an emulated
460Mbps NRZ data stream in both cases. Experimentally, the interference pattern with the 844.23nm beam
is aligned with the photodetector to get one trace. Then we swap the wavelength by heating up the Fabry-
Perot semiconductor laser to a second wavelength, 844.40nm, to get the second trace. In Fig. 3(b), data
modulated on 844.23nm and 844.40nm is enabled alternately. The measured photocurrent sensitivity of the
optical receiver is -60gA for these output voltages, and the channel spacing is -70.8GHz.
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In summary, a novel MSM based integrated CMOS wavelength tunable optical receiver is presented. This
receiver has -Ins wavelength switching access time and has been demonstrated to detect 4 bits 460Mbps
(2.17ns bit period) emulated data in NRZ format during the 8.68ns for the enabling wavelength. In future
work, we expect to extend this device to operate at the telecommunications C-band using InGaAs-based
MSM photodetectors, to improve the receiver speed results through the use of improved CMOS technology
and faster modulation, and to consider more complex detector finger and biasing patterns that enable the
discrimination of more than two wavelengths.

Fig. 2. CMOS driver, detector and CMOS receiver in the same chip. The detector is
seen from the bottom side, after chemical removal of the GaAs substrate.
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Fig. 3. Measured output waveforms from the CMOS receiver with tunable photodetector flip-chip bonded on. (a) One trace,
844.23nm_DATA, showing that the receiver is enabling and disabling carrier wavelength 844.23nm every 8.68ns. During the 8.68ns
when 844.23nm is enabled, the receiver detects four emulated data bits in NRZ format with 2.1 7ns bit period each (460Mbps). The
other trace, 844.23nm_CW, is showing that the receiver is enabling and disabling carrier wavelength 844.23run every 8.68ns when
there is no data modulated on. (b) The receiver alternately enables either 844.23nm or 844.40nm with emulated 460Mbps NRZ data
modulated on.
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